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Some common icons: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE FLOW 
    Decide on an Adventure 
    Retrieve the Enemy & Adventure Decks, shuffle both into separate piles 
    All players heal their wizards to full health 
    All players recover all cards and shuffle their wizard decks 
    Setup the Battleboard  
    Each player draws 2 cards from their deck 
    Draw & resolve encounter cards until the Boss or  Fail condition is met (Encounter Flow) 
    Resolve the Adventure failure or Boss encounter 
    Complete the Adventure 

COMBAT FLOW 
    Players take turns 
     1 ATTACK Card 
     1 FREE Card 
    Enemies take turns 
     “Read like a book” 
     Players can REACT 
     
    If combat continues: 
     Untap all wizard & enemy cards 
     Collapse rows (if needed) 
     All players draw 1 
     Start a new combat round 

ENCOUNTER FLOW 
    Draw 1 encounter card 
    Each player draws 1 card 
    Resolve Encounter 
    Heal each Wizard for 1, clear & untap 
    Check Boss / Fail conditions 
    Repeat if adventure continues 

ENEMY TARGET ORDER 
    Wizard with most health 
    Closest Wizard 
    Left to Right 

1 

Healing. Restore X points of health to 
the target, even if knocked-out. (flip the 
wizard card if healed while knocked-
out, don’t untap yet) 

3 
Range. The battleboard range of an  
attack or action is listed under the 
curved arrow. See Adventure, Combat. 

Block. Prevent X damage from       
happening. If a damage type icon is on 
the shield, only block damage of that 
type. 

Discard 

Remove 

Keep 

Discard. Discard this card when 
played. 

Remove. Remove this card when 
played. Removed cards are placed in a 
separate discard pile which doesn’t get 
reshuffled. 

Keep. This card stays in front of you 
and usually has a constant effect. 

PIERCE Pierce. The damage from this attack 
cannot be Blocked. See Block, above. 

Tap. Tap the target. If the target was  
already tapped, LOCK them. TAP 

Lock. “Super Tap” the target by turning 
them perpendicular to the row. When 
they untap, put them in a tapped       
position instead of untapped. 



ATTACK: These cards are used to attack       
enemies and usually deal damage to them. 

 

FREE: These cards can be played on a      
player’s turn. 

 

REACT: These cards can be played only on  
enemy turns and usually defend against enemy 
attacks. 

 

(ALLY): This tag is often used on FREE and 
REACT cards. This allows the card to target an 
ally or yourself (normally, unless otherwise 
specified, attack cards only target enemies and 
most other cards only target yourself). 
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Some common keywords: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DECKBUILDING 
 
 

Spell Skill # Allowed 

Basic Unlimited, Any schools 

Combo 1 per 2 BASIC (in this school) 

Adept 1 per 3 BASIC (in this school) 

Expert 1 per 5 BASIC (in this school) 

Master 1 per 7 BASIC (in this school) 

Card # Allowed 

Treasure! 1 of each Equip Type 

Race* 1 per 4 BASIC (any school) 

* All Race cards must be from the 
same race (i.e. “Human”) 
 
! The equipment type is the first note 
tag (i.e. “Weapon”, “Spellbook”, “Body”, 
“Head”, “Trinket”, etc.) 
     

DISCARD: Some enemy effects will make you 
discard a card. Simply choose a card from your 
hand to discard. 

DODGE: Avoid all damage/effects from an     
attack. 

DRAW: Draw X cards from your wizard deck  
into your hand. 

IGNORE: Avoid all damage/effects from an    
attack.  

LAST: (enemy) This just means this enemy 
acts last. 

REMOVE: Some enemy effects will make you 
remove a card. This card comes from your 
hand and goes into a special discard pile which 
doesn’t get reshuffled. (see Recover, below) 

RECOVER: Look through your Removed and 
Discarded cards. You may take X cards back 
into your hand. Recovery usually limits the type 
of card recovered. 

SWAP: Discard up to X cards. Then, DRAW 
that many cards from your wizard deck into 
your hand. 


